Entrelec terminal blocks.
Latest additions to our portfolio.
A good connection. Our goal at all times.

For all applications and functions.

WHAT MAKES ENTRELEC PRODUCTS STAND OUT

Entrelec terminal blocks are certified the world over and extremely versatile. They can be used in demanding environments since they are impact-proof and corrosion-resistant. The products offer a wide range of connection technologies to make your workflows easier and to speed them up.

Entrelec terminal blocks impress with connection capacities from 0.22 to 300 mm² as well as a large range for all applications and functions.

Saves up to 15 % space in the control cabinet

YOUR ADVANTAGES AT A GLANCE

- Highest quality level
- Large selection of connection technologies
- Avoidance of installation and wiring faults
- CB-, UL-, IEC-, ATEX- and CSA-certification
- Wide range of applications
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Reliable connection technology.

SNK series

- Standard accessories despite different connection technologies
- Fast installation thanks to direct connection function
- PI-spring, screw or push-in connection reduces stocking of accessories by up to 50 %
- Saves up to 15 % space in the control cabinet

SNA series

- Large selection of functions (disconnect test terminals, installation terminals, mini terminals etc...)
- Screw or bolt connection
- Proven on the market for more than 60 years

Solution series

Benefit from the versatile solutions for special applications:

- ADO system (IDC)
- Spring-loaded connection
- Quick-connect terminal
Varied connection technologies.

Screw connection

PI-spring connection

Push-in connection

Spring-loaded connection

ADO connection (IDC connection technology)

Bolt connection

Wide range of applications.

Rail applications

Solar

Industry and trade

Danger zones

Marine

FURTHER INFORMATION
Find out more about the Entrelec series:
www.boersig.com/en/entrelec
Authorised distributor of Entrelec terminal blocks.

Good connection under extreme conditions.

The electronic distributor Börsig from Neckarsulm owns the official distribution rights for the Entrelec terminal blocks from the manufacturer TE Connectivity.

Thanks to large warehouse capacities most items are in stock, so that high availability and short delivery times can be guaranteed. In addition, the products can be purchased from Börsig outside packaging units and without minimum quantity surcharge.

You will find further information and technical properties on our website at www.boersig.com/en/entrelec

If you have any application-specific needs and challenges, do not hesitate to contact our TE Connectivity product-specific expert sales team. We will be happy to help.